General FAQs

EYFO is here to help your child’s creativity, communication, and motor skills by providing the following:

**How EYFO Builds Your Child’s Communication Skills**
EYFO guides your pre-school child in developing communication skills by using word cards and photos to present new words; introducing high-quality children's literature to promote a love of reading.

We encourage your pre-school child to practice writing letters and words; helping your child recognize and read his or her own name and use read-aloud times to practice reading.

**How EYFO Builds Your Child’s Brain Power Skills**
EYFO helps your child gain higher-level thinking skills. We encourage the exploration of the physical properties of materials; use daily calendar activities to teach about sequence of events, patterns, and routines. We help them learn cognitive skills including counting, estimating, making predictions, testing, and drawing conclusions.

**How EYFO Helps Your Child Make New Friends**
By coaching your pre-school child in developing strong relationships, we establish classroom-helper roles to practice carrying out classroom responsibilities; model social concepts such as "please" and "thank you", have daily classroom conversations and community-building discussions; and encourage cooperation and sharing with other children.

**How EYFO Guides Your Child’s Motor Skills**
EYFO helps your preschooler refine motor skills with the usage of lacing cards, stencils, and writing activities to enhance fine-motor skills; strengthen coordination and gross-motor skills through running, jumping, and throwing activities; improve balancing skills using hula hoops and balance beams; and offer healthy food choices for snacks and meals.

**How EYFO Nurtures Your Child’s Creativity**
EYFO inspires your child to explore creative ideas and talents. We tell stories with puppets. We nurture the development of multiple thinking strategies and the application of knowledge in new ways. Your child is also supported with their creative expression through dramatic play, music, and art experiences.